


































Frequency of problem occurrence in the sample (%)

Top 3 problems:

1. Defining systems cyber security

2. Securing shared spaces & supply chain risk

3. Remote Identification of adversaries

“New” problems:
• Every question does not have to be answered

• Excess information and innovation diffusion

• Defining KPIs in cyber security 



Defining systems cyber security
Cybersecurity is like running the A&E of a major hospital. All of the best processes, best practices, best controls and best planning can fail 
you at any time when there is a virus outbreak and panic ensues. We need cybersecurity enough to keep “the lights on”, to “keep the 
business in business”, and to “stay ahead”.

Comparing security levels
I am not sure how to compare security preparedness or security training between businesses or between divisions in my own 
organisation. It is an on-going struggle.

Separating security and 
compliance

There is much confusion between compliance and security and they are not the same.

Increasing security without 
empowering adversaries

I feel every time we make a progress we make cybercriminals stronger. 

Securing shared spaces and 
supply chain risks

No matter how protected my stronghold is, there is always someone in my supply chain weak enough to cause me enough damage.

Remote identification of 
adversaries

Big problem is how to get to the top of cybercriminal supply chain remotely.

Efficient bug detection We need more automation in simple tasks like bug detection, etc.

Password efficiency Password policies are not realistic. Employee fail to remember their own passwords.

Deconflicting security and privacy
There is a huge trade-off between security and privacy. We need to access private information to understand or increase security, but is 
it always the right thing to do?

Quality cyber security education Humans are getting tired of being careful

Inclusive cyber security design We need to think of cyber security training for all - much of it only works for large organisations (not SMEs) and certain kind of employees

Cyber fallacies eradiaction Many misconceptions in this area, which need proper education.

Defining KPIs in cyber security
KPIs are ill-defined. Security is often measured by the number of purchased or implemented tools and not by the number of breaches 
prevented, etc.

Excess information and innovation 
diffusion

Accepting "that's how everyone else says they do it" leads to a lack of innovation and a cheapest bid wins culture

Every question does not need an 
answer

Thinking that every question needs an answer leads to a lot of time wasted that could be spent on the innovation stifled




